though the Horticultural Hall, where the previous exhibitions were held, certainly gives more space, the position of the Central Hall is greatly in its favour as a venue for this function, and the change has apparently worked quite satisfactorily. As was to be expected, the features of more particular interest were those showing the wonderful advances made in the manufacture of chemical and pharmaceutical products. It has, of course, been a direct effect of war conditions, and manufacturers are to be congratulated both upon the success of their endeavours to replace imported units and upon the fact that the majority now appear to be established on a scale which guarantees adequate and reliable home supplies of any drugs hitherto obtainable only from abroad.
As usual, the organisers made a point of .keeping the exhibition exclusive to "the medical visitor, and the advantage of being able thus to study at leisure a centralised and beauti-' fully arranged demonstration of so many new things in medicine and surgery has been keenly appreciated by the profession. The drug, surgical, and scientific instrument and book trades were most excellently represented, but, as already explained, the main object of this year's exhibition has been to illustrate the success of the British manufacturer in replacing wares formerly of foreign origin, only. 
